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I have given a lot of talks and submitted a lot of manuscripts –

but I am always learning better ways to do these from friends worldwide



Together we are making a 

difference in the lives of 

patients with cancer…

Scientific presentations and 

manuscripts help to spread 

the word about important 

advances



Presenting your Data in Talks and Manuscripts

I. Crafting an thoughtful and memorable scientific talk

II. Preparing and submitting an impactful scientific manuscript

III. Key points and take home messages



I. Crafting a thoughtful and memorable talk

Strong 

content

Clear & 

concise 

presentation+ =
Successful 

Talk



“Proper planning and preparation prevents poor performance”

Stephen Keague – The little red handbook of public speaking and presenting



• A key first step is to know who will be viewing your presentation

- What is the size / range of expertise of those viewing?

- What other topics are being covered in the conference / session?

- What would the session chairs / conference organizers like you to present?



As you are crafting your talk, keep the following in mind:

1) Keep the title short if possible and introduce yourself at the 

beginning of the talk (convey your enthusiasm / expertise)

2) Provide an outline– letting the audience know what to 

expect – with transition slides in between

3) Set the stage for your talk, with a provocative concept / 

lead-in with a case example
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Microbiota, Immune-tonus, and cancer:  Biology

I. Impact of tumor microbiome on responses to cancer therapy

II. Impact of gut microbiome on responses to cancer therapy

III. Other provocative factors that should be considered

JENNIFER A. WARGO MD MMSC



“During the first few minutes of your presentation, your job 

is to assure the audience members that you are not going to 

waste their time and attention”

Dale Ludwig and Greg Owenboger



Why should we study the microbiome?

There are more genes in the human microbiome than there are stars in the galaxy



October 2013 December 2013 

• 45 yo female with prior hx of R arm melanoma presented in October 2013 with 

bulky adenopathy in R axilla (unresectable). She was offered palliative radiation 

and was told to “get her affairs in order.”

• She presented to MDACC where a biopsy showed a BRAFV600E mutation

Case example

Pathology showed no viable tumor

(pathologic complete response)

She was treated with 

neoadjuvant BRAF/MEK 

inhibitors and restaging 

showed a complete response

She was taken to surgery for 

an axillary lymph node 

dissection

This patient is alive, well, and free of disease 6 years later…



As you present data in your slides,

Remember that it is best if you try to tell a story,

And best to use figures rather than extensive text

(with smooth transitions and text on slides highlighting conclusions)



Melanoma vaccination strategies

• Whole cell vaccines (autologous and allogeneic)

• Peptide vaccines (+ adjuvants, helper peptides, GM-CSF)

• Viral vectors (antigen peptides + co-stimulatory molecules)

• Dendritic cells based vaccines

• DNA vaccines  (most of the work done in animal model human validation is scarce – few 
trials with mostly negative results so far) 

• Ganglioside vaccines (glycolipids present on cell surface, minimally expressed in normal 
cells but highly expressed on melanoma cells – generate only humoral response)

Wargo slide from 2010 – while Instructor at Harvard / MGH

An example of one of my slides from a decade ago



FecalBuccal

Start of 
therapy

Clinical 
assessment 
& restaging

n = 233 
patients

Initial                  
oral & gut 

microbiome 
sampling

Repeat oral & 
gut 

microbiome
sampling

Tumor 
biopsy

Gopalakrishnan et al, Science 2018

We studied oral and gut (fecal) microbiome in a large cohort of patients with 
metastatic melanoma going onto systemic therapy

Microbiome sequencing & immune profiling was performed

** P<0.01

Responders to anti-PD-1 had a higher diversity of gut bacteria associated with prolonged PFS 

(along with additional compositional differences)

Deepak Gopalakrishnan PhD Christine Spencer PhD



As a general rule:

1) Allocate about a minute per slide for the presentation 

(depending on complexity)

2) Walk the audience through the data on each slide, 

remember the diversity of your audience

3) Present unpublished data (refreshing for the audience and 

provides an opportunity for feedback and collaboration)



Advantages of presenting unpublished data in your talks

Advantages Disadvantages

• Get feedback on your data and ways to improve it

• Promote concepts based on your data (a potential reviewer for your 

manuscript might be sitting in your talk!)

• Assess reactions to your data and identify others with similar data 

who could be potential collaborators / co-submit to journals with you

• Address a critical need to get the data out prior to formal 

publication after peer review, thus accelerating the impact of your 

research

• Refreshing and stimulating for the scientific audience

• “Getting scooped” on studies that could 

be easily reproduced by another group in 

a short time frame

• Data may be less well-established and 

in the absence of peer review and may be 

met with some skepticismOverall, the benefits outweigh the risks



When preparing for your talk,

Practice, practice, practice!

* It is useful to craft a “script” that can be embedded in the slide deck 

and printed out in notes pages,*

and practice / refine your slides and script with mentors and peers 



Preparation of a “script” allows you to print out notes to practice talk, and even 
use them during talk with “presenter view” or printed / on a tablet (if needed)





At the end of your talk, 

Summarize conclusions and next steps (3-4 bullet points)

And share acknowledgements



Conclusions and potential implications of these findings:

• We have made significant progress in the treatment of cancer with the use of 

targeted therapy and immunotherapy, however not all patients respond and 

more therapeutic options are needed

• A deep understanding of the numerous factors that contribute to carcinogenesis 

and to therapeutic response are needed (including factors internal and external to 

the host)

• As we move forward, we need to embrace novel biomarkers and targets (such 

as the microbiome) – and we also need to engage in a concerted and organized 

effort with novel clinical trial designs and a “Team Science” approach

• There is still a great deal to learn, and the strongest gains are made through 

collaboration (and we owe this to our patients)
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Questions at the end of a talk are a good sign!

• Write questions down if needed and repeat the question 

for the audience 

• Try to answer thoroughly and succinctly, based on your 

own data and from others in the field

• After the talk, solicit feedback and incorporate changes 

as needed (and celebrate your accomplishment)



II. Preparing and submitting an impactful 

scientific manuscript

Strong 

content

Clear & 

concise 

presentation+ =
Successful 

Manuscript
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The academic publishing cycle & key figures (at Elsevier)

Solicit & 

manage

submissions

30-60%

rejected by 

> 13,000

editors

Manage

Peer Review
557,000

+

reviewers

Edit &

prepare

365,000
articles

accepted

Production
12.6 million 

articles 

available

Publish &

Disseminate

>700 million

downloads by 

>11 million

researchers in

>120 countries!

1.4 M accepted

articles globally 

each year

>40M total

articles globally



Key ingredients for a successful 

scientific manuscript

“Nailed it”

• Novel / exciting research 

findings or methods

• Presented in a clear and 

logical manner allowing 

readers to grasp 

significance

• Work closely with co-

authors, collaborators and 

editors to polish story

• Outdated work with 

overstated conclusions

• Duplication of already 

published work or poorly 

presented novel data

• Lack of engagement with 

others in the scientific 

community

“Failed it”

Unsuccessful scientific 

manuscript



It is never too early to start thinking about how to 

communicate your scientific findings in manuscript form

(and thinking about it can help guide your experiments / analyses)



Identify a 
novel 

research 
question

Generate a 
plan for how 

to address 
this

Perform 
experiments / 
analyses and 
share work

Prepare 
manuscript 

with iterative 
input 

Submit 
manuscript 

and revise as 
needed





Tips for manuscript preparation:

1) Remember that your reviewers (and potentially editors) are 

busy professionals – make their job easy!

2) Editors and reviewers don’t know the material as well as you 

do – work extra hard to make findings clear and concise

3) Figures should be well-crafted and should be able to tell the 

whole story (augmented by the text)



Ten simple rules for writing a response to reviewers (Noble, PLOS comp bio)

1. Provide an overview, then quote the whole set of reviews

2. Be polite and respectful of all reviewers

3. Accept the blame

4. Make the response self-contained 

5. Respond to every point raised by the reviewer

6. Use typography to help navigate your response

7. Whenever possible, begin your response to each comment with a 

direct answer to the point being raised

8. When possible, do what the reviewer asks

9. Be clear about what changed relative to the previous version

10. If necessary, write the response twice

Noble, PLOS computational biology Oct 12, 2017



Example of a successful manuscript 

submission (with follow-up publication)



We have made tremendous advances in cancer treatment with the use of 
immunotherapy, however not all patients respond to therapy

There is a critical need to better understand who will benefit from these agents, as 

well as proper timing, sequence, and combination regimens

aPD-1

aCTLA-4 + aPD-1

aCTLA-4



MDACC & PICI confidential - not for 

distribution

Immune checkpoint blockade is being used in the adjuvant setting, and 

there is a strong rationale to use this in the neoadjuvant setting

Upfront surgery is currently the standard of care for these patients, 

but up to 70% of patients treated in this manner will relapse and 

die of disease

Checkmate 238EORTC 1871 Keynote 054

Pre-clinical models suggest improved outcomes in 

neoadjuvant vs. adjuvant treatment

Liu J et al. Cancer Discov 2016.



Amaria , Reddy et al, Nature Medicine 2018

We ran a phase II trial using neoadjuvant (+ adjuvant) checkpoint blockade in 

patients with high risk resectable metastatic melanoma

Ipi 3mg/kg + 
Nivo 1 mg/kg 

q 3 wks x 3 doses
(n=20)

Nivo 3mg/kg 
q 2 wks x 4 

doses
(n=20)

Nivo 3 
mg/kg 
q 2 wks

x 6 
months

Stratify by 

Stage and 

PDL1 

Status

Primary 
Endpoint:

Path response
Secondary 

endpdoints:
-RECIST

-RFS
-DMFS

-OS
-Toxicity

- correlatives

RECIST 

restaging and 

surgery

(if no PD)

Patients with resectable

stage IIIB/IIIC melanoma, 

no brain mets or prior ICB

Trial was stopped early due to concerns re: progression / toxicity concerns

Molecular & immune profiling in longitudinal tissue and blood samples 

    Baseline         On-treatment       Surgery                   Adjuvant  

NCT02519322PIs: Amaria & Wargo



Treatment with neoadjuvant Ipi Nivo was associated with a higher RECIST / 

pCR rate, and improved RFS over Nivo monotherapy

Roda Amaria MD Sangeetha Reddy MD MSAmaria , Reddy et al, Nature Medicine 2018



However treatment with combined therapy was associated with 

a high rate of adverse events

Select Treatment Related Adverse Events During Neoadjuvant Treatment

Nivolumab (n=12) Ipilimumab + Nivolumab (n=11)

Any Grade, % Grade 3-4, % Any Grade, % Grade 3-4, %

Any Treatment Related Adverse 
Events

92 8 91 73

Fatigue 67 0 55 0

Rash 17 0 73 0

Fevers/chills/flu like 8 0 64 0

Weight loss/anorexia 17 0 27 0

Transaminitis 17 0 55 27

Colitis/diarrhea 17 0 64 18

Hyperthyroidism 8 0 27 9

Hypothyroidism 0 0 36 0

Myositis/myalgias 8 0 18 9

Pain 25 8 27 0

Amaria , Reddy et al, Nature Medicine 2018



Correlative analyses on samples from the neoadjuvant checkpoint blockade 

trial reveal known and novel biomarkers / targets for therapeutic resistance

Similar biomarkers of response (inflamed tumors)

Nanostring DSPTm

Helmink et al, confidential unpublished data, under review* DO NOT POST *

Sangeetha Reddy MD MS Michael Tetzlaff MD PhDAmaria, Reddy et al, Nature Medicine 2018
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III. Key points and take home messages



Together we are here for 

patients with cancer

And together we can help 

advance the field through 

research (sharing this data 

in presentations and 

manuscripts)



Effective presentation 

skills are key to sharing 

research data

“Good public speakers 

are made, 

not born”



Publishing important findings in scientific 

journals is critical –

And requires a team science approach from 

study conception to publication and beyond…
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